Introduction
 Supporting information includes an image of the catamaran Sea Surface Scanner (S 3 ) used for observations on the skin layer and an illustration of different measurements taken. It includes also histograms for comparison the distributions of T subskin and T S3, figures of time series for temperature, salinity and meteorological records at stations not explicitly discussed in the main text, and conductivity, temperature and depth (CTD) profile at Station 7.In addition supporting scatter plot between salinity anomalies and surfactant concentrations, and additional time series of density anomalies are presented.. Additional quality assurance data for salinity measurement are included as well. Figure S1 . The remote-controlled catamaran Sea Surface Scanner (S3) with a rotating glass disk assembly between the hulls to collect skin layers for in situ measurements on salinity and temperature. Table S1 . Assessment of accuracy of conductivity cells for skin layer and underlying water with standard reference material (P-Serie, IAPSO). Data were logged for five minutes with an intervall of 10 seconds. Reference material was placed in a water bath set to 25.0 °C. Salinity data are corrected for temperature.
